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 Genomic selection had radically 
changed the breeding structure in 
dairy cattle 

 

 

 

 

« That is the question… » 

 Why not in sport horses ?  
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 Commercial High Density Beadchip available 

 Genome Sequence 2007, 
 Equ Cab2.0 2009  

 First SNP chip Illumina  54k, 74k (-> publications from 2010) 

 High density Affymetrix 670 k (2015) 
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 Low cost compared to the price of the animal 
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 Good linkage disequilibrium at small distance between SNPs 
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 Positive feelings about imputation 
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Practical applications 
possible at a lower cost 
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 Place in breeding plans : optimistic prospects  
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 Place in breeding plans 

 Not in the same situation than dairy cattle. In dairy cattle breeding plans, the 
accuracy was high due to progeny test with a selection intensity moderate and long 
generation interval. Genomic selection decreased (slightly)  the accuracy  but also 
decreased generation interval and increased selection intensity (larger base)  

 In sport horse optimized plans (assuming that breeding 
evaluation are used at each stage of selection which 
already could be the case, even if not in practice always 
the case), the selection is mostly based on own 
performances with moderate accuracy but high selection 
intensity.  The long generation interval is not due to 
progeny test but to biology of the species (age at first 
performance) and to the long use of stallions 
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Young Competition 
Field tests 

Station test (Stallions) 

Stallions known form progeny  

Objective :  
Mature Sport horse 

(about 8/12 years old)  

Good genetic 
 correlation  

Foals 
Birth 

Active stallions  

Accuracy Selection rate Age 

0.84-0.77 35%-20%  12 years 
 
 
 
0.47- 0.59 2%-4% 3-5 years 
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Young Competition 
Field tests 

Station test (Stallions) 
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 correlation  
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 To build international reference population we will need 
to use multiple European sport breeds which possibly is 
known to  decrease accuracy of genomic evaluation but… 
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 Selection of new/difficult traits 

Health 

Behavior 

 

 Fertility 
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 Selection of new/difficult traits 

Health 

Behavior 

 

 Fertility 
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Genomic selection is well known to 
help selection for these traits 
because measurement on a smaller 
reference population can be used for 
the whole population. 



Challenges 
..about horse genomic 
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 Lower entries in the Online Mendelian Inheritance in 
Animals (OMIA)database 

 Horse genome is not as well annotated than others 

 

 

 

 

 Which may cause problems to exploit GWAS 
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 The size of potential reference population is small because 
thousands of stallions do not exist as thousands of bulls… 
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 Few QTLs regardless bovine breeds 

 DMRT3 / MSTN are the success stories for performances  but not very 
useful in sports (for example the frequency of A allele at DMRT3 <1% in SF) 
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 Few QTLs regardless bovine breeds 

 DMRT3 / MSTN are the success stories for performances  but not very 
useful in sports (for example the frequency of A allele at DMRT3 <1% in SF) 

 Some Genes for Mendelian diseases and coat colors  

 One strong QTL on height (but not always polymorphic in interested 
populations, p<2% in Arabian for example) 
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 Few QTLs regardless bovine breeds 

 DMRT3 / MSTN are the success stories for performances  but not very 
useful in sports (for example the frequency of A allele at DMRT3 <1% in SF) 

 Some Genes for Mendelian diseases and coat colors  

 One strong QTL on height (but not always polymorphic in interested 
populations, p<2% in Arabian for example) 

 … but there were also GWAS on Jumping (eventing) that did not reveals 
interesting QTL -> impact on genomic selection ?   
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 Low accuracy for the only reference in sport horses  
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 But perhaps juts bad luck : 

 Hill et al., in thoroughbred  

 Brard et al. (see this session also) in trotters 
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 but we have to be precocious about expected reliability of genomic 
in species other than dairy cattle where the efficiency is proved.  

 All optimistic results about interest of genomic 
selection in horse breeding plans were obtained 
using theoretical formulae from publication of 
Daetwyler, Goddard and Meuwissen 

 All these formulae made a lot of assumptions 
and widely depended on two  parameters : the 
effective number of segments (Me) and the 
effective size of the population (Ne) , both 
unknwon and hardly variable.   
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 ? Theoretical reliability ? 
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 This figures represented the difference 
between observed accuracy and predicted 
accuracy in 145 published results in 13 
references (mainly dairy cattle ) according to 
the effective number of  segments (Me) 
calculated using 5 different formulae form the 
effective size (Ne) and 4 equations proposed 
by Goddard, Meuwissen and Daetwyler. 
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 Building an international reference population 

 The experience of Interstallion (European jumping) 
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Genetic correlation mostly 
>=0.86 
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 Building an international reference population 

 The experience of Interstallion (European jumping) 

 The  Nordic project 
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 Positive facts 
 High linkage disequilibrium at small distance 
 Commercial High Density Beadchip available 
 Low cost compared to the price of the animal 
 Positive feelings about imputation 
 Place in breeding plans : optimistic prospects  
 Close European breeds 
 Selection of new/difficult traits 

 Challenges 
 Lower annotation of the genome 
 The size of potential reference population is small 
 Few QTLs regardless bovine breeds 
 Low accuracy for the only reference in sport horses 
 ? Theoretical reliability ? 
  Building an international reference population 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 Acceptation by breeders ? 
Easier than for traditional 
genetic ?  

 

 

 

 


